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--- Rulebook (v3.5) --This document is a pre-production draft. The final printed rulebook will feature
graphic design and updated artwork, but the text is mostly done. You may notice
some internal comments or notes. Feel free to leave your own comments as well!
Back the game on Kickstarter here!

1-4 players
30-90 minutes
Age: 10+
Cooperative

Introduction
You work for a struggling film production company. This is your last chance to make
a successful film; if you fail, the company goes bankrupt and you’ll never work in this
town again! Produce this film on time and under budget, make sure it’s at least
halfway decent, and make some sense of the resulting story. Do this, and your
careers are saved!
It's all up to you: you'll write the script, draw storyboards, build sets and assemble
your cast and crew, shoot scenes and edit them together to create the final film. You
might reuse the same sets or shoot the scenes out of order - that's normal filmmaking
practice. NOT so normal is that, because of the unusually high time and budget
pressures you're facing, you'll have to edit the film as you go, and you might even
rewrite the script several times during filming!
There's no time to waste - roll camera!

Game Overview
Roll Camera! is a cooperative game where everyone works together to make the
best film you can, on time and under budget. You will win or lose as a team.
Write your Script, select your Scenes, place your Crew and Shoot those Scenes to
complete a finished film. If your film is of high enough Quality (or if it’s so bad it’s
great) you win! You lose if the film just isn’t good enough, or if ever you run out of
time or money.
As a cooperative game, you are encouraged to freely share your opinions and advice
even when it's not your turn - but the player whose turn it is makes the final
decisions.

Components

6x Player boards
1x main game board

(Director, Producer, The
Star, Cinematographer,
Editor, Production
Designer)

6x Crew dice

8x Set Piece tiles

10x Script "top half"
cards

10x Script "bottom half"
cards

20x Scene cards
(25x w/stretch goals)

30x Problem cards
(35x w/stretch goals)

35x Idea cards
(40x w/stretch goals)

3x "Blocked" tokens

1x Budget marker clip

1x Clipboard

1x Schedule marker clip

1x Quality token

Setup

Game setup for a two player game.
1. Place the main game board in the center of the table. Randomly assign one
player board to each player; keep your player board in front of you.
2. Separately shuffle the Problem deck, the Ideas deck, and the Scene deck.
Place the Problem deck in its space above the board. Place the Ideas deck in
its space below the board, and the Scene deck on the topmost Storyboard
space, "sketch" side up. Draw two Scenes from the top of this deck and place
them in the two empty Storyboard slots below the Scene deck.
3. Scripts come in two parts - top and bottom. Shuffle all of the top and bottom
cards separately, and randomly select five of each to form two Script decks.
Place each deck face-up in the corresponding spots on the board. The cards
on top of each deck form your starting Script for the game.

4. Mix up the Set Piece tiles and place them face-up in two even stacks on their
designated grey spaces on the main board, above the Set.
5. Slide the green and blue clips onto the "Normal" Budget and Schedule points
on the Clipboard. If you want a bit of an easier game, place them on "Easy."

Your production team’s Clipboard. Not only does it track Budget and
Schedule, it also includes a helpful reminder of the turn sequence.
6. Place the pink Quality marker on the starting spot of the Quality tracker on the
main board.
7. Place the "Blocked" tokens in a supply off to the side of the board,
8. Draw three Idea cards into your hand, keeping them hidden from the other
players. You will always have three Idea cards in your hand.
9. Whoever most recently filmed a movie is the starting player (or choose one at
random), and takes the six Crew dice and the Clipboard.

Objective
Your goal is to produce the best film you can by using Crew dice to complete actions
and Shoot Scenes while trying to follow your Script. The game ends as soon as
you’ve Shot five Scenes. You win if at that point the Quality marker is outside the red
zone; you lose if at the game's end the Quality marker is inside the red zone. In
addition, if at ANY time during the game the Schedule OR Budget markers reach the
end of their tracks (noted by “SHUT DOWN PRODUCTION!!”), you lose immediately.

On Your Turn
Your turn has five simple steps:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Draw a Problem card
Roll the Crew dice
Assign the Crew dice and take actions
Clear the Crew dice
Advance the Schedule

1. Draw a Problem card
Before you can even begin, your production will run into problems that you will have
to manage. Draw one card from the Problem deck and put it in the slot immediately
to the right of the Problem deck.
Note: Problems go into effect immediately and remain in play until they are resolved.
The Problem Queue has three slots. New Problems are added to the leftmost slot.
Any existing Problems are pushed to the right. Problems never move back to the left,
even if others are resolved to create a gap in the left or middle space. The red arrows
between slots are there to remind you of this:

If the Problem queue is full up with three Problems, you do not need to draw another
one (either at the start of the next turn, or as the result of an action or other effect).
If a Problem states to use a "Blocked token", put one of the provided
that area as a reminder that that area or action is unavailable.

tokens on

Problems can change or contradict other rules in the game. When in doubt, Problems
trump everything. If Problems conflict with each other, the right-most Problem takes
precedence.

2. Roll the Crew dice
Now you will roll the Crew dice, which determine what cast and crew you will have
available to use this turn.
Normally you will roll all six Crew dice, but it is possible that some Crew dice have
been “locked-in” onto a Set Piece during a previous player’s turn (you’ll see how to
do this in the “Place Crew on Set” action description below). If so, you may choose to
remove and re-roll any locked-in dice, or leave them in place and roll all remaining
dice.

Each Crew die has six faces, representing a different department on the film’s team:

Camera, Light, Sound;
Actor, Visual Effects (VFX), and Production Design.
IMPORTANT: The VFX face is “wild” - it can count as any of the other faces at all times,
including when taking actions.

3. Assign the Crew dice and take actions
Now that you have your cast and crew for the turn, you can use them to take actions.
You can use the blue action spaces on the main board, on Set Pieces, and on your
player board. You cannot use the actions on another player’s board. To take an
action, place the required dice on the chosen action space.
Each action has a requirement for the kind of dice needed to take that action:
Types of action spaces
Any one die face may be placed to take this
action.
Any two of the same die face (doubles) must
be placed to take this action.
Any three of the same die face (triples) must
be placed to take this action.
Any two dice of any face may be placed to
take this action.
One die of any face and EITHER one
additional die of any face must be placed, OR
the pictured cost (here, $1) must be paid to
take this action.

ONLY this die face may be placed here to take
this action (here, Actor).

EITHER one face OR the other may be placed
to take this action (here, Camera or Actor).

Each of the possible actions is explained in further detail in the Player Actions section
below.
Once a die is placed on an action space, that die cannot be placed somewhere else
that turn. It will be removed from the board in the following step, after you’ve taken all
your actions.
You do not have to use all the Crew dice on your turn if you can't or don't want to.

4. Clear the Crew dice
Once you've taken all the actions you want, clear the dice from their action spaces as
well as any dice used to Shoot a Scene and hand them to the next player.
Remember to leave in place any Crew dice you chose to leave locked-in.

5. Advance the Schedule
Finally, move the Schedule marker down by one space, then hand the clipboard to
the player on your left. Your turn is over; it is now their turn (beginning with Step 1).

Player Actions
These are all of the actions that you can take during Step 3.
Main Board Actions

Resolve the Problem card in this slot.
Problems in the left-most slot can be resolved, on any single player’s turn, by
placing two of any dice (

) on the action slot under the card. The middle

slot requires two of the same face (
dice of the same face (

), and the right-most slot requires three

) to resolve.

After resolving a Problem, turn the card upside-down and slide it under the
"Resolved Problems" area of the board:

Every time you resolve five Problems, you may choose a bonus: either +1
Schedule, or +$2 Budget. Then, return all of the Resolved Problems to the
bottom of the Problems deck.

Build New Set / Move Current Set
Choose to EITHER:
- Pay $1 to take one Set Piece from the top of either stack and place it
anywhere on Set, any rotation.
OR:
- Move and/or rotate any or all of the Set Pieces already on Set (no cost).
When building a Set Piece, choose one of the two available on top of the Set
Piece stacks above the Set area. Place it in any available space on the Set grid,
any rotation. Deduct $1 from the Budget immediately.
Set Pieces cannot overlap each other, and must always remain fully inside the
Set area grid. You may cover up the default blue space on the board.
You cannot move or replace Set Pieces with Crew dice on them, either before or
after shooting.
Note: At any point during your turn, you may discard a Set Piece that is on Set
for no cost. Put that Piece at the bottom of one of the stacks of your choice.

Get Intern
Turn one of your other unused Crew die to a face of your choice (i.e. not this
die). You can then use that Crew die in another action.
Then, draw one Problem card (unless there are three Problems in the queue
already).

Production Meeting
Idea cards represent ideas in your head, and the only way to express them to
other players is by pitching them in a meeting. Until then, you cannot discuss
your Idea cards with other players; you must keep those cards secret.
You must take the Production Meeting action to play Idea cards from your hand.
When the Production Meeting action is taken, three Idea cards are played
("pitched") face-up at the same time:
●

Solo game: pitch 1 Idea card from your hand. Draw and immediately pitch
2 others from the Idea deck.
● 2 player game: each player pitches 1 Idea card from their hand. Draw and
pitch 1 additional Idea card from the deck.
● 3 player game: each player pitches 1 Idea card from hand.
● 4 player game: only 3 players may pitch Idea cards. If it's your turn, you
select which 3 players should pitch. You may include or exclude yourself
from pitching.
Of these three cards:
1. One will be played immediately. Follow the instructions on the card, and
then place it in the Idea discard pile.
2. One will be saved for later. Place it into an available To Do List slot. If
both To Do List slots have Idea cards in them already, choose one to
replace with the new Idea card.
3. One will be discarded without effect. Place it in the Idea discard pile.

From left to right: the Idea discard slot, the Idea deck slot,
and the two To Do List slots.
You can (and should) discuss your options with the other players, but on your
turn, the final decision is yours to make.
After the Production Meeting is over, each player who pitched an Idea card
draws a new one to their hand. If the Idea deck runs out, reshuffle the Idea
discard pile to make a new Idea deck. You cannot look through the Idea discard
pile unless permitted by an action.
Idea cards can change the rules of the game, but remember that Problems still
override all other rules, including Idea cards.

Play This Idea (To Do List)
Play the Idea card which has been saved here after a Production Meeting.
Follow the instructions on the card, and then place it in the Idea discard pile.

Place Crew on Set
You can place any Crew die onto blue spaces on Set - this is how you will
complete the pattern on a Scene card to "shoot" it. In the beginning there is only
one blue space on Set on which you can place a Crew die, so you will need to
build more Set Pieces to shoot Scenes.
If you’re not able to complete the full pattern of a Scene in one turn, you can
choose to lock-in any of your Crew dice on Set for the next turn. The next player
will then roll fewer dice on their turn. However, at any time during their turn, the
next player may choose to remove and re-roll any dice that were locked-in on a
previous turn. You may leave dice locked-in on Set for as many turns as you like.
Some of the spaces on Set Pieces have specific dice requirements, though you
can use a VFX die as "wild" on those spaces (if so, that die must be counted as
the specific face of the requirement).

← ONLY a Crew die with the Actor
face may be placed here. (VFX are
wild and so can still be placed here,
but only as Actor - VFX cannot be
Sound on this space, for example)
Because there are only a few blue spaces per Set Piece, this means you will
often be building new Set Pieces or moving and rotating existing Set Pieces to
create the necessary shapes.
Some Set Pieces have bonuses that you will earn if you have a Crew die on one
of those spaces and you use that space in completing a Scene.

← Placing a die on this space for the
setup of a Scene saves you $1 on
that Scene's cost.

← Placing a die on this space for the
setup of a Scene gains you 2 Quality
after the Scene is completed.

Remember: you cannot move, rotate or replace Set Pieces that already have
Crew dice on them.

Shooting a Scene
Each of the three available Scene cards in the Storyboard features a unique
pattern which tells you what Crew are needed and how they must be arranged
on Set. These cards can be changed out during the game by certain Idea cards,
player board actions, and/or Problem effects.

A Scene card - Storyboard "sketch" side.
The Crew dice on Set can be rotated differently than on the Scene card's pattern,
but they cannot be mirror-flipped:

At any point during your turn, if the Crew dice on Set complete the pattern, you
can Shoot it! You do not need to fill all the blue spaces on Set, you only need to
complete the pattern with the dice.
Remember: If any Crew dice were locked-in on Set during a previous turn, you
cannot move those dice to different spots on your turn. You can, however,
remove them, re-roll them, and then reassign them as you like.
Also remember: the VFX face is “wild” - it can count as any of the other faces.
To Shoot a completed Scene, follow these steps:
1. Lower the Budget tracker on your clipboard according to the Scene’s cost
listed next to it on the Storyboard. Note that some Set Pieces or Idea
cards may change the cost of a Scene, but the cost can never be less
than $0.
The three Storyboard slots have different costs / bonuses:

The top slot costs $4 and gains you +1
Schedule.

The middle slot costs $3 and has no
additional bonus or penalty.

The bottom slot costs $2, and after
shooting you must draw a Problem card.

2. Move the Scene from the Storyboard into the Editing Room. Flip the
Scene over to reveal its full color side.

Completed Scenes must be placed in the Editing Room in sequential
order, starting with slot #1 and moving down. Note that certain Problems,
Ideas, and player actions can rearrange the Editing Room, potentially
creating gaps. Just remember to always place Scene cards in the first
available Editing Room slot with the lowest number.
If you complete a Scene from the middle or bottom Storyboard slot, there
will be an empty space in the Storyboard. Fill that space by moving the
Scenes above it down, which will reveal the next top card of the Scene
deck. If you completed the Scene in the top slot, this will automatically
reveal the next card of the Scene deck and you will not have to move
anything.
3. If the Scene gives an instant Quality bonus (

symbol on the card),

immediately gain that bonus on the Quality tracker.
Note: Scenes come in five possible colors, each roughly corresponding to their
thematic content: red (violent), green (dramatic), blue (tragic), purple
(comedic), and yellow (sentimental). The quantity and arrangement of these
colors in the Editing Room will award bonuses or penalties at the end of the
game, depending on the Script.

The five thematic icons, found on Scene cards and Script cards.

Remember, when you remove dice as part of the “Clear the Crew dice” step of
your turn, you remove all of the dice used to Shoot a Scene this turn as well.
Leave the Set Pieces where they are on Set.
Player Board Actions
Each player board has three action slots for Crew dice that can be taken by that
player on their turn. The rightmost action (Refresh) is the same across all boards.
The other two are unique.
Remember, you can only play actions on your own board, not the boards of other
players.

The Director player board.
Player boards also feature a "Player Privilege": a unique, persistent, meta-game
authority or benefit which you may choose to use. They have no direct effect on
gameplay and are just meant to facilitate a bit of role playing and silliness. You can
agree at the game's start to play with or ignore these Privileges. If you agree, you
must honor and abide by the Privileges of other players!
Player Board Actions
All Players

The Star

Refresh
Discard one Idea card from your hand
and draw another to replace it.

New Sides
Replace one half of the Script (either
the top or bottom) with any other of your
choice from the deck underneath it.

Star Power
Play any one Idea card from the To Do
List. Discard it after use.

Cinematographer

Grip Truck
Turn one unused Crew die to Camera
or Light.

Gaff Tape
Resolve any one Problem.

Producer

Cut Corners
Gain $2 and draw one Problem card.
Note: If the Problem queue is full, you
may still take this action w
 ithout
drawing a new Problem.
Delegate
Change any number of unassigned
Crew dice to any face.

Editor

Re-Edit
You may change the placement of
Scenes in the Editing Room however
you like.
(This action is not usable until there is
at least one Scene in the Editing
Room.)
Playback
Choose any one Idea card from the top
five in the Idea discard pile and play it.
You may look through the top five cards
in the Idea discard before taking this
action.

Director

Reframe
Discard any Scene card in the
Storyboard. Put it on the bottom of the
Scene deck. If it creates a gap, pull
another Scene down into its place.

Compromise
Exchange any one of these options for
another: $3, 3 Quality, or 1 Schedule.
For example, lose 3 Quality and
increase your budget by $3. You could
also decrease your Schedule by 1 to
gain 3 Quality.
Production
Designer

Set Design
Build one Set Piece for $1 (choose one
of the two from the stacks) and/or move
or rotate any number of existing
unoccupied Set Pieces on Set.
Last Looks
Immediately gain +2 Quality.

Game End / Premiere
As soon as the Editing Room is filled with the fifth and final Scene, the game is
over. You cannot take additional turns or assign any remaining dice to actions.
You still finish shooting this Scene, however: deduct its cost from the Budget, award
any shooting bonuses from Set Pieces or Idea cards, and activate any Problem
effects which occur "next time you shoot" or "at the end of this turn."
Then, consult the Script to award any Quality bonuses or penalties based on the
colors and arrangement of Scenes in the Editing Room.

Script Cards
Your Script is formed from two halves put together, initially at random. Each Script
card contains half of the film's title and an endgame scoring condition. This tells you
what the Quality bonus or penalty will be at game end, depending on the number and
arrangement of certain colors of Scenes in the Editing Room.
The Script can be changed during the game by certain Idea cards, player board
actions, and/or Problem effects. There must always be one top half and one bottom
half to the Script. Only the final Script at Game End counts for Quality scoring.

In this example, at the game's end
you would LOSE 1 Quality for each
purple Scene in your Editing Room,
and GAIN 1 Quality for each blue
and yellow Scene adjacent to one
another.

Remember: Script bonuses and penalties are only tallied at the END of the game,
not when Scenes first enter the Editing Room.

Quality
In order to win, you need to make sure your film is going to be of high enough quality
to get you back into the good graces of your film industry peers. This means the
Quality marker must be outside the middle red zone by the end of the game.
Otherwise, you lose, even if the film was completed on time and under budget.
You can choose to go in either direction: to make a film that is "Not Bad" or, better
yet, a "Cinematic Masterpiece;" or intentionally try to make a film that is "So Bad It's
Great." No matter which way you go, as long as your Quality marker is outside the
red zone at the game's end, you are safe.

The Quality tracker.
There are several ways to gain and lose Quality during the game. Completing certain
Scenes, placing Crew dice on certain Set Pieces, resolving Idea and Problem cards,
and even some Problems themselves can all raise or lower your film’s Quality.
The Quality marker cannot move further up than "Cinematic Masterpiece," nor further
down than "So Bad It's Great."
If ever you need to lower your film’s Quality as the cost for an effect, you must be
able to pay that cost in full. For example, the Director can use their Compromise
action to exchange 3 Quality in order to gain $2. This action can not be taken if your
Quality is less than three spaces from the end of the track.

The symbols for gaining/losing Quality.
If the final Scene’s cost doesn’t put you into the red, and the Quality marker is out of
the red zone after tallying, you win!

Premiere
The final step after the game is over is to premiere the film by reading the story out
from the first Scene to the last! Grab your popcorn, use the story cues above each
Editing Room slot (if you like), and read out your interpretation of the narrative. You
can alternate between players or nominate one player to tell the whole story. Bravo!

Solo Rules
The rules for solitaire play are the same. If you draw any Idea or Problem card that
has effects requiring additional players present, discard it and draw a new one.

5-6 Players
It is possible to play Roll Camera! with five or six players, as there are six total player
boards. How fun the game is at those group sizes depends a lot on the dynamics of
the group - make sure everyone is staying involved and included even when it's not
their turn. If you choose to play with five or six players, please note:
1. Players have a maximum of two Idea cards in hand instead of three.
2. As with four players, when taking the Production Meeting action the active
player chooses which three players (including or excluding themselves)
should pitch Idea cards. The active player still chooses how to play those
Ideas.

Appendix: Quick Guide to Actions and Other Symbols
General symbols

Camera
Crew die face

Light
Crew die face

Sound
Crew die face

Production Design
Crew die face

Visual Effects
(VFX)
Crew die face

Actor
Crew die face

Any one Crew die
face may be placed
to take this action.

Any two of the
same Crew die
face (doubles)
must be placed to
take this action.

One Crew die of
any face AND
either one
additional Crew die
of any face OR the
pictured cost (here,
$1) must be paid to
take this action.

ONLY this Crew
die face may be
placed here to
take this action
(here, Actor).

Increase /
Decrease your
Schedule by 1.

Gain / l ose 1
Quality.

The Script symbol.

The Storyboard
symbol.

Wild - can stand in
for any other face
when taking
actions, forming
doubles/tripes, or
shooting Scenes.

Any three of the
same Crew die
face (triples) must
be placed to take
this action.

Any two Crew dice
of any faces may
be placed to take
this action.

EITHER one Crew
die face OR the
other may be
placed to take this
action (here,
Camera or Actor).

Increase /
Decrease your
Budget by the
indicated amount
(here, $2).

The Problem card
symbol.

The Idea card
symbol.

The Set symbol.

The To Do List
symbol.

The Editing Room
symbol.

The symbol for
shooting a Scene.

The Player Board
symbol.
Set Piece Bonuses

Only the pictured Crew die face (here,
Light) may be placed on this space.

Placing a Crew die on this spot while
shooting lowers this Scene’s cost by $1.

VFX may still be placed here, but only
to substitute for this face, not another.

Scenes cannot cost less than $0.

Placing a Crew die on this spot while
shooting gains you 1 Quality when the
Scene enters the Editing Room.

Placing a Crew die on this spot while
shooting gains you 2 Quality when the
Scene enters the Editing Room.

Script Bonuses

For each Scene of this color in the
Editing Room at the end of the game…
(here, for every green Scene...)

If you have a Scene of this color (here,
yellow) in either the #4 or #5 Editing
Room slots at the end of the game...

For every two Scenes of this color in the
Editing Room at the end of the game…
(here, for every two blue Scenes...)

For each of this color or that color (here,
red or blue) Scenes in the Editing Room
at the end of the game...

For each of this color and that color
(here, red and purple) Scenes in the
Editing Room at the end of the game...

For every number of Scenes of this
same color (here, two green) in a row...

For every instance where these two
colored Scenes (here, green and blue)
are directly adjacent to each other...

For every Scene of this color (here, red)
that is between two other Scenes (i.e.,
not in the first or last Editing Room
slots)...

